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JOIN THE FASTEST GROWING GOLF COMMUNITY 

Contact us directly at 844-833-3545 or email us at businesshelp@18birdies.com to 
learn more.

INDIVIDUAL
STROKE PLAY

Players will compete individually based on their overall Gross and/or Net score 
based on your tournament settings.

SCRAMBLE

INDIVIDUAL 
STABLEFORD

2-PERSON 
BEST BALL

SKINS 
GAME

Teams are formed with two or more players.

All team members tee off on each hole, as a team they decide which tee shot 
they like best.  All players drop at that location and play their second shots.  This 
process is repeated until the ball is holed by one of the team members, resulting 
in one team score.

Individual Stableford is a scoring method that awards points based on strokes to par.  
For example, 1 point for bogey, 2 points for par, etc.

This is an Individual Stroke Play game.

2-Person Best Ball is a golf format for teams comprised of two golfers. Those two 
golfers play their own golf balls throughout and the lower score between them on 
each hole counts as the team score, Gross and/or Net.

An individual stroke play game, gross and/or net depending on your tournament 
settings.

Each hole is played separately, and is won by the player with the lowest score on the 
hole -- that golfer wins ‘the skin’.

If two or more players tie on any given hole, no skin is won on that hole and can carry 
over to the next hole depending on your tournament settings.

** Captain’s options enabled - Allows tournament participants to manage the players 
in their pairing group.


